
Platts RigData Datasets
Experience the benefits of field-vetted data with the  
speed and ease of a dataset.
Permitting data, drilling activity, longitude and latitude data, rig specifications, contact details of operators and 
contractors- all delivered in a format you can filter, customize, import and distribute within your organization.

Take advantage of receiving the same quality and in-depth data of our PDF reports but in the flexibility and ease of an 
import. Measure shale plays like never before with dozens of unique data fields you can arrange, prioritize and analyze. 

Understand future exploration trends
As the best indicator of future drilling activity, receiving 
permit data in a dataset allows you to quickly sort these 
leads by location or operator. Identify permit status by 
pending or approved, to prioritize plans of action. Use 
the well type and orientation data to better align your 
resources to fit the logistics and type of drill being planned.

Drilling activity and location data
Essential to oil field service companies is location data. It 
is critical in delivering products and services to the site. 
And when including longitude and latitude data points 
along with the detailed driving instructions, your service 
team will be on the spot with no time wasted.   Sort by 
state and county and filter by operator to isolate the best 
opportunities for your field sales team. Parse out sections 
to your sales managers to help them save time prioritizing 
opportunities.

Competitive insight
Derive more insight about the drilling activity of 
competitive operators. Structure the data by geographical 
location, play or basin that most affect your business. 
Filter by E&P company to gain competitive knowledge of 
where conventional drilling is occurring and by whom. Use 
driller data such as utilization, well types, trajectories 
and footage to build strategies that take advantage of the 
trends in the upstream hydrocarbon markets.
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Rig fleet and specifications
Platts RigData maintains an in-depth database of drilling 
contractors, their contact information and fleet data. The 
dataset format allows you to build your own database 
of drillers, their fleets and drilling capabilities. Filter by 
horsepower or drilling depth to identify those best suited 
for your drilling operations. Use the drawworks data to 
understand the rig fleet and what equipment and services 
are most likely needed for their activity. With both U.S. 
land and Gulf of Mexico, you’ll get a complete picture of 
the U.S. rig fleet onshore and offshore.

Monthly subscriptions available
For details on pricing, data and distribution, contact 
our sales team: 800-371-0083 or email us at 
CustomerService@rigdata.com.


